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00:07 BOL                                                    1708220001
Occurred at Black Oak Casino on Tuolumne Rd N. , Tuolumne. Bol for a possible 23152 driver.  Veh left the 
casino about 8 ago.  Driver poss under the influence of Marijuana.  Assoc veh is a 99 gry Toyota Camry lic 
7HKK712.  Veh ls heading down Tuolumne Rd towards Sonora. //0013 hrs per CHP is back at the casino 
waiting for someone and then may possibly leave again. . Disposition: Log Note.

00:20 NOISE COMPLAINT                                        1708220002
Occurred on Good Shepherd Rd, Sonora. Rp can hear loud voices, like there is a possible party . . Disposition: 
Log Note.

00:26 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1708220003
Officer initiated activity at Mono Wy/Sanguinetti Rd, Sonora City. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used for 11-
95s).

00:56 PEDESTRIAN STOP                                        1708220004
Officer initiated activity at Ninth St/Sierra Av, Jamestown.Out with two. . Disposition: Log Note.

01:13 PATROL CHECK                                           1708220006
Occurred at Jamestown Rd/Johnny Av, Sonora. Male subject in a red shirt and blue jeans walking down the 
road heading towards Jamestown that looks susc. . Disposition: Crime Prevention, Patrol Check.

01:19 SUSPICIOUS CIRC                                        1708220007
Occurred at Ponderosa Mobile Home Park on Belleview Rd. , Sonora. Rp can hear a male yelling for help 
possibly coming from Acorn Dr. . Disposition: Crime Prevention, Patrol Check.

01:25 911 HANG UP                                            1708220009
Occurred on Parkridge Av, Sonora. Nothing heard ///VM for    neg answer at home number either. . Disposition: 
Log Note.

02:40 TRAFFIC STOP                                           1708220010
Officer initiated activity at Rite Aid, Mono Wy, Sonora City.No plates. . Disposition: Warning Given (Used for 
11-95s).

04:06 VERBAL DISPUTE                                         1708220012
Occurred on Via Redonda, Sonora. Rp wanted to report a family disturbance that happened 4 hours ago and 
was saying something about her son and then the phone disconnected . //Rp's oldest son,  came to his 
brother, ]Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
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in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
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415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
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Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
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Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
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Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
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Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
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Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
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Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
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Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
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Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
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Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
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Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
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Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
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Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
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Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, 
broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items 
in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the 
house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and 
caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 
415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, 
says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that 
Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary 
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Calabrese] residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] 
residence drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence 
drunk, broke items in the house and caused a 415.  The rp, says that Zachary Calabrese] residence drunk, brok

05:08 DOMESTIC VIOLENCE                                      1708220013
Occurred at Am/Pm on Mono Wy. , Sonora. Male vs female in the parking lot.  Rp witnessed the male hit the 
female.  Assoc veh is a gry 4dr silver Ford sedan.   Female is inside of the veh, unkn where the male went. . 
Disposition: Report Taken.

05:36 AMBULANCE CALL                                         1708220014
Occurred at Tuolumne Park on Bay Av/Pine St. , Tuolumne. Female sitting at the transit bus stop asking for 11
-41, saying that she drank too much.   Rp is no longer on scene. 
Service Class: VOIP. . Disposition: Medical Call.

06:03 JUVENILE PROBLEM                                       1708220015
Occurred at Summerville Union High School District on Tuolumne Rd. , Tuolumne. Rp just arrrived at the 
school and found 17 yoa  647F in the middle of the football field. 
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:38.062381  Lon:-120.24643
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

06:47 911 HANG UP                                            1708220016
Occurred at Roll In Mobile Home Park on S Airport Rd. , Columbia. 911 call with someone saying. . Disposition: 
Log Note.

06:53 CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL                              1708220017
Occurred at Hwy 108/VICTORIA Pl, Jamestown. Rpts 23152. WB Hwy 108 from Victoria Way. Gray Sedan.   
//Transferred to CHP. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

07:01 911 HANG UP                                            1708220018
Occurred at Greenley Tower on Greenley Rd. , Sonora. 911 call with two subjects talking in the background. 
//911 only cell phone, unable to call back. . Disposition: Log Note.

07:02 ANIMAL CONTROL CALLS                                   1708220019
Occurred on Elderberry Wy, Groveland. Rpts a doe is panting next to his  house and won't move.  //Rp given 
the phone number for Fish & Wildlife. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

07:14 MISC INFORMATION                                       1708220020
Occurred on Steven Ct, Soulsbyville. Large enterprise box truck trying to steal a waverunner.  When the rp 
yelled they dropped the waverunner. . Disposition: Report Taken.

07:14 TRAFFIC HAZARD                                         1708220021
Occurred at Hwy 120/HWY 49, Chinese Camp. Rpts dead deer in the roadway near the bridge construction.  
//Transferred to CHP. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

07:17 ANIMAL CONTROL CALLS                                   1708220022
Occurred at Tuolumne Rd/Morris Rd, Sonora. Rpts dead dog on the side of the roadway.  //Animal Control 
advised for pickup. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

07:43 911 HANG UP                                            1708220023
Occurred at West Sonora Peak on Gibbs Dr. , Sonora. 911 call. nothng heard.   //10-21 back to caller. no 
emergency. accidental pocket dial. . Disposition: Log Note.

07:54 ALARM ALL TYPES                                        1708220024
Occurred at Miller Brothers Automotive on Hwy 120. , Big Oak Flat. Audible alarm, activation at the upper man 
door. 
//0807 hrs., No keyholder available. 
//0832 hrs., Spoke to an owner   who was in her office when the alarm activated by an employee. accidental 
activation. . Disposition: False Alarm canceled prior to dispatch (Will not be billed).
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08:04 SUSPICIOUS VEHICLE, NOT OFFICER INITIATED              1708220026
Occurred on Justin Ct, Jamestown. Rpts susc males in a Dark Green GEO Metro casing the area.   
//0808 hrs., 10-22 per rp. resp were the rp's workers looking for his address. . Disposition: Unfounded.

08:27 SUSPICIOUS VEHICLE, NOT OFFICER INITIATED              1708220027
Occurred on Coffill Rd, Twain Harte. Rpts a susc vehicle with Utah plates  parked at the vacant lot next to the 
rp for the past 6 weeks. Rp believes a woman is living in it. Vehicle is to the left of the rp's residence. . Blue 
Ford Taurus type vehicle. . Disposition: Crime Prevention, Patrol Check.

08:32 VIOLATION OF TEMP RESTRAINING ORDER                    1708220028
Occurred at Jamestown Elementary School on Fifth Av. , Jamestown. 10-21 
TRO violation  showed up to the school. Resp provided out dated documents to the school to try and gain 
access to the child when it was not his visitation time. . Disposition: Report Taken.

08:35 CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL                              1708220029
Occurred at Hwy 108/MONO Wy, Sonora. Rpts someone just rear ended the caller.  //transferred to chp. . 
Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

08:47 ADVICE                                                 1708220032
Occurred on Heavenly Dr, Sonora. 10-21 The rp requesting information about taking care of finances for her 
brother. . Disposition: Log Note.

09:28 Calls Transferred to CDF (Public Service Request)      Request)       1708220035
Occurred on Ponderosa Wy, Tuolumne. Rpts smelling and seeing heavy smoke in the area. . Disposition: 
Referred To Other Agency.

09:34 FIGHT OR DISTURBANCE                                   1708220036
Occurred on Cavalieri Rd, Sonora. 911 call. rp not being cooperative. Rpts a female  just made threats towards 
him and tried to hit him with her car. Resp has left.  Resp is also in the process of moving out of the rp's 
residence. . Disposition: Civil Problem.

10:12 FOLLOW UP                                              1708220038
Occurred on Old Strawberry Rd, Strawberry. Req's personal contact. rp is now at her vacation cabin that was 
burglarized. Re:C#17-2986.    Rp also noticed a new denim jacket with gloves in the garage that doesn't belong 
to them. . Disposition: Log Note.

10:20 SUSPICIOUS PERSON, NOT OFFICER INIATED                 1708220039
Occurred on Wildcat Ridge Rd, Sonora. Rpts his wife witnessed a male running down South Fork towards 
Longeway about 45 min ago. WMA, 5'10, Shaved head, light shirt, resp had a backpack or something over his 
shoulder. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

10:41 SUICIDAL OR MENTAL SUBJECT                             1708220042
Occurred at Hidden Valley Trailer Park on Phoenix Lake Rd. , Sonora. . Disposition: Coroners Case Adult 
Suicide.

10:45 SUSPICIOUS PERSON, NOT OFFICER INIATED                 1708220043
Occurred at The Peppery Gar And Brill on Mono Wy. , Sonora. Rpts several people are back out at the 
homeless camp, just up Ivy from the Peppery, under the overpass. . Disposition: Crime Prevention, Patrol 
Check.

10:59 CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL                              1708220044
Occurred on Enramada Dr, La Grange. Rpts an injured coyote in the middle of the roadway. . Disposition: 
Animal Control (Dispatched by TCSO).

11:41 CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL                              1708220047
Occurred at Hwy 108/HWY 49, Jamestown. Rp wanted to report a hit and run.
/transferred to chp. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.
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11:49 COMMUNITY ORIENTATED POLICING PRGM                     1708220050
Occurred at Tioga High School on Ferretti Rd. , Groveland. Rp is requesting a deputy to do a patrol check in 
the area around 1515hrs when the kids are let out of school, due to people driving to fast in the area. The rp 
was also transferred to CHP. . Disposition: Crime Prevention, Patrol Check.

12:00 WELFARE CHECK                                          1708220051
Occurred at Sierra Twain Harte Mhp on Big Hill Rd. , Sonora. Rp would like a welck on his neighbor "Kat", she 
recently got information about her medical conditions . And has not been seen in about 4-5 days. Her vehicles 
are in the driveway.  The rp has gone over and knocked on the door and hasn't heard anything. . Disposition: 
Log Note.

12:06 BURGLARY                                               1708220052
Occurred on Crystal Rock Rd, Sonora. 459 to the residence. The rp was gone for about 90min. Jewelry boxes 
taken out of her bedroom. . Disposition: Report Taken.

12:27 SUSPICIOUS PERSON, NOT OFFICER INIATED                 1708220053
Occurred on Fallview Ln, Sonora. Male subject gry shirt and shorts, holding water bottle, something on his 
wrist, talking on a cell phone. Rp is concerned due to recent package thefts. Has been in the area for about 
10min. . Disposition: Crime Prevention, Patrol Check.

12:27 FOLLOW UP                                              1708220054
Occurred on Old Strawberry Rd, Strawberry. Rp will be at his cabin for 459 followup for the next 6 hours. . 
Disposition: Log Note.

12:44 FIGHT OR DISTURBANCE                                   1708220055
Occurred on Hidden Valley Rd, Sonora. 10-21 
Cold 415 between teachers/staff members. . Disposition: Log Note.

13:01 911 HANG UP                                            1708220056
Occurred at Hwy 49/MOUNT Brow Rd, Sonora. 911 call with male subject talking in the background. 
Subject is code 4 and there is no emergency. 
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:38.012137  Lon:-120.41294
Service Class: WPH2. . Disposition: Log Note.

13:13 ADVICE                                                 1708220057
Occurred on Atencio Ct, Sonora. Rpts her father  is refusing to allow the rp an her husband to pickup their 
property from his house and property.   ** 10-21 **. . Disposition: Civil Problem.

13:14 911 HANG UP                                            1708220058
Occurred at Sonora Sports & Fitness Center on Mono Wy. , Sonora. Rp is at the gym and her apple watch 
accidentally called into 911. . Disposition: Log Note.

13:15 911 HANG UP                                            1708220059
Occurred at West Sonora Peak on Gibbs Dr. , Sonora. 911 hang up from 911 only phone. . Disposition: Log 
Note.

13:17 911 HANG UP                                            1708220061
Occurred at West Sonora Peak on Gibbs Dr. , Sonora. Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.979962  Lon:-120.40298
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Log Note.

13:25 ADVICE                                                 1708220062
Occurred at Black Rd/Harper Rd, Big Oak Flat. 10-21 
The rp requesting advice about subjects moving a trailer onto the property and possibly dumping sewage into 
the creek. . Disposition: Log Note.

13:43 VANDALISM                                              1708220064
Occurred on Harvard Mine Rd, Jamestown. ** 10-21 **  Rpts unkn subject(s) cut the locks off the gate where 
they run cattle. Re:I#1708210097. On going problem with trespassers. . Disposition: Log Note.
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13:56 BURGLARY                                               1708220065
Occurred on Old Strawberry Rd, Strawberry. Rpts another 459 to their vacation cabin. occurred between 
8/20/17 & today. . Disposition: Log Note.

14:34 CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL                              1708220068
Occurred at Mono Wy/Tuolumne Rd, Sonora. Rpts 23152. green truck with bear paw in the back. last seen 
going towards the junction.  //transferred to chp. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

14:40 BOL                                                    1708220069
Occurred on Big Hill Rd, Columbia. BOL for an elderly male driver with a revoked license due to lack of 
knowledge. Resp last seen in the Sonora City area and now back enroute to his residence on Big Hill Rd. 
White, 2000, Ford F250, CA Lic 6G65610. . Disposition: Handled by Dispatch.

14:47 911 HANG UP                                            1708220070
Occurred at West Sonora Peak on Gibbs Dr. , Sonora. 911 call with busy tones.  //10-21 to caller  who 
accidently pocket dialed. No emergency. . Disposition: Log Note.

14:53 MISC INFORMATION                                       1708220071
Occurred at The Rock Of Twain Harte on Fuller Rd. , Twain Harte. 10-21 rp.  Rp caught a male subject taking 
pictures of license plates while he was eating at the Rock last night.  When he approaced the resp, he said that 
he was from France and used the pictures for some sort of project. . Disposition: Log Note.

15:01 PROPERTY FOUND                                         1708220072
Occurred on Old Strawberry Rd, Strawberry. Rpts he just found some of his stolen property in the forest.    
Re:I#1708220065. . Disposition: Log Note.

15:05 ALARM ALL TYPES                                        1708220073
Occurred at Umpqua Bank on Mono Wy. , Sonora. Silent panic alarm, wireless activation. . Disposition: Log 
Note.

15:10 ANY CIVIL PROBLEM                                      1708220074
Occurred on Confidence Rd, Twain Harte. 10-21 rp regarding civil advice. . Disposition: Civil Problem.

15:38 FOLLOW UP                                              1708220075
Officer initiated activity at Securcare Self Storage, Mono Vista Rd S, Soulsbyville. . Disposition: Log Note.

15:42 THEFT - ALL                                            1708220076
Occurred on Awahanee Rd, Sonora. Rpts theft of a radio from his pickup that was parked ifo his residence. . 
Disposition: Log Note.

15:44 ANNOYING/THREATENING PHONE CALL                        1708220077
Occurred on Cottonwood St, Groveland. 10-21 The rp reporting 653m. . Disposition: Log Note.

15:47 ADVICE                                                 1708220078
Occurred on Buttercup Ln, Sonora. 10-21 rp regarding advice about how to obtain a restraining order against 
her neighbors. . Disposition: Civil Problem.

15:47 ALARM ALL TYPES                                        1708220079
Occurred on Enramada Dr, La Grange. Audible alarm, front door. . Disposition: False Alarm will be billed.

15:49 ANY CIVIL PROBLEM                                      1708220080
Officer initiated activity at Lyons St, Sonora City. . Disposition: Gone On Arrival.

15:57 ALARM ALL TYPES                                        1708220081
Occurred on Nelson Rd, Jamestown. Audible burg alarm.  Motion at the hall for zone 2. . Disposition: Log 
Note.

16:08 ANY CIVIL PROBLEM                                      1708220082
Officer initiated activity at The Gunn House, S Washington St, Sonora City. . Disposition: Gone On Arrival.

16:08 ABUSE                                                  1708220083
Occurred at Sierra Twain Harte Mhp on Big Hill Rd. , Sonora. 10-21 The rp reporting possible abuse. . 
Disposition: Log Note.
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16:15 THEFT - ALL                                            1708220084
Occurred on Tehachapi Ct, Sonora. Rpts theft of mail and a new debit card.   The debit card has already been 
used at the Twain Harte Market. . Disposition: Log Note.

16:19 ANY CIVIL PROBLEM                                      1708220085
Officer initiated activity at Palm Hotel Bed And Breakfast, Willow St, Jamestown. . Disposition: Civil Problem.

16:36 PEDESTRIAN STOP                                        1708220087
Officer initiated activity at Humbug St/Hwy 108, Jamestown. . Disposition: Crime Prevention, Patrol Check.

16:46 THEFT - ALL                                            1708220088
Occurred at Columbia Gem Motel on Parrotts Ferry Rd. , Columbia. Rp rpts that his brother  stole $500 out of 
his fathers bank account and $300 out of his savings account. . Disposition: Civil Problem.

16:52 ABUSE                                                  1708220089
Occurred at Columbia Gem Motel on Parrotts Ferry Rd. , Columbia. Possible abuse. . Disposition: Report 
Taken.

16:54 FOLLOW UP                                              1708220090
Occurred on Lower Hillview Dr, Sonora. Rp is in the lobby to drop off a disk re case 17-2698. . Disposition: 
Report Taken.

16:55 911 HANG UP                                            1708220091
Occurred on Greenley Rd, Sonora. 911 call with busy tones.  //VM message left. . Disposition: Log Note.

17:45 MISC INFORMATION                                       1708220093
Occurred on Tuolumne Dr, Twain Harte. 10-21 rp regarding transients living in tents behind his  home. . 
Disposition: Log Note.

17:46 911 HANG UP                                            1708220094
Occurred at Gibbs Tower on Gibbs Dr/Villa Dr. , Sonora. 911 hang up, 911 only phone. . Disposition: Log Note.

18:02 911 HANG UP                                            1708220096
Occurred on Tinnin Rd, Sonora. 911 hangup.  //On call back spoke to the rp who said that her son  is yelling 
and screaming at her.   then got on the line saying that his mother wants him to keep the house clean, while 
she is gone.  He says that she has a little dementia and will do what she wants.  Then he said "if we want to 
check, that's fine"
Service Class: RESD. . Disposition: Log Note.

18:23 THEFT - ALL                                            1708220097
Occurred on Salinas St, La Grange. 10-21 rp regarding a neighbor in La Grange hooking up to his utilities. . 
Disposition: Log Note.

19:03 FOLLOW UP                                              1708220099
Occurred on Crystal Rock Rd, Sonora. Ref Case # 17003001   Rp called back advising neighbor noticed a 
random truck pull into his driveway just before RP had left her own res, then turn around and leave..drk blue 
Old American Pk smaller and beat up, jacked up with large tires, and loud poss from a poss broken muffler, occ 
by younger WMA with ball cap. . Disposition: Log Note.

19:30 SUSPICIOUS PERSON, NOT OFFICER INIATED                 1708220102
Occurred at Crystal Falls Dr/Oak Tree Ln, Sonora. Susp male walking up crystal falls dr, wma, drk hair, red 
buttoned up shirt (unbuttoned), blk pants, carrying a white trash bag 
Re I #1708220104. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

19:47 CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL                              1708220104
Occurred at Crystal Falls Dr/Oak Tree Ln, Sonora. Rpts that there is male in the middle of the roadway. Rp 
states he appears to be on HS.//Caller transferred to CHP
desc/ wma, approx 5'5, skinny, shirt half on
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:38.005196  Lon:-120.26643
Service Class: WPH2. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.
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19:49 FIGHT OR DISTURBANCE                                   1708220106
Occurred on Chukar Cir, Sonora. Neighbor was pounding on her door stating he was going to kill her dog if 
she let it relieve itself near his apt. . Disposition: Log Note.

20:04 NOISE COMPLAINT                                        1708220107
Occurred at Columbia Village Townhouses on Columbia Village Dr. , Columbia. Neighbor playing music with 
low base, RP has a pacemaker and stents in her heart that are reactive to that type of noise.      Rp has been 
speaking to the neighbor about the issue, but continues to play this music. . Disposition: Log Note.

20:07 911 HANG UP                                            1708220108
Occurred at West Sonora Peak on Gibbs Dr. , Sonora. Open line, sounds of walking///911 only phone
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.979962  Lon:-120.40298
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

20:20 CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL                              1708220109
Occurred at Longeway Rd/Crystal Falls Dr, Sonora. Male walking in middle of road on Longeway red shirt and 
jeans carry a bunch of bags. ..trans to CHP. . Disposition: Assist Other Agency.

20:29 CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL                              1708220110
Occurred at Longeway Rd/Crystal Falls Dr, Sonora. Immediate hang up///on callback spoke with a female 
reporting a male in the roadway//Information given to CHP
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.999606  Lon:-120.27651
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

20:37 SUSPICIOUS PERSON, NOT OFFICER INIATED                 1708220111
Occurred on Lyons Bald Mtn Rd, Sonora. Rp's mother called and said a short, poss homeless man walked up 
to Rp's mothers door asking for water and saying he was chased by a bear .  He drank some water from the 
hose, but now he is walking down her driveway twrds lyons bald mountain rd..wearing blk shirt, blk pants .  Rp 
saw the same subj walking just prior to going to Rp's parents house.   They are not req contact. . Disposition: 
Crime Prevention, Patrol Check.

20:42 CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL                              1708220112
Occurred at Tuolumne Rd/Rugged Tl, Sonora. Single veh accident//Caller transferred to CHP
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.968342  Lon:-120.33537
Service Class: WPH2. . Disposition: Marijuana Operations (used for TNT stats).

20:45 911 HANG UP                                            1708220113
Occurred at Greenley Tower on Greenley Rd. , Sonora. 911 hang up. . Disposition: Log Note.

21:07 SUSPICIOUS VEHICLE, NOT OFFICER INITIATED              1708220118
Occurred on Steven Ct, Soulsbyville. Rpts seeing a vehicle drive by the residence where there was an 
attempted theft of a boat. Rp states that it went down the cul-de-sac and never left
Service Class: VOIP. . Disposition: Crime Prevention, Patrol Check.

21:09 PATROL CHECK                                           1708220119
Occurred at Tuolumne Rd/Lambert Lake Rd, Sonora. On Tuolumne, Between Hess and Lambert Lake, Rpts 
seeing a light off the side of the road, Possibly a veh accident
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:37.982633  Lon:-120.40178
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.
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21:20 CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL                              1708220121
Occurred at Montezuma Junction on Hwy 108/HWY 49. , Jamestown. Vehicle accident, neg injuries// Caller 
transferred to CHP
Cellular E911 Call: 
Lat:38.030806  Lon:-120.35185
Service Class: W911. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

21:44 CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL                              1708220122
Occurred at Hwy 120/HWY 49, Moccasin. Veh accident with no one inside veh in a ditch  aprox 2 miles East 
from intersection  blk pontiac..trans to chp. . Disposition: Referred To Other Agency.

21:47 SUSPICIOUS PERSON, NOT OFFICER INIATED                 1708220123
Occurred at Hwy 108/BELL Mooney Rd, Jamestown. Flag down for drunk subj in the road. . Disposition: Gone 
On Arrival.

21:48 BOL                                                    1708220124
Occurred at /Oakdale. BOL for 10851 vehicle out of Oakdale. 1994 Blk Honda Civic 4 door Faded grey on hood 
Lic plate 6ULY207. . Disposition: Handled by Dispatch.

21:54 DOG PROBLEM OR BARKING DOG                             1708220125
Occurred on Cavalieri Rd, Sonora. Address East of RP..dog is barking non stop and hasn't stopped for hours.  
Rp spoke to owner and landlord but nothing is done.  Dog stays on a chain.  RP will contact AC in the 
morning, but req we make contact with owners tonight. . Disposition: Animal Control (Dispatched by TCSO).

22:07 Harassments                                            1708220127
Occurred on Mueller Dr, Groveland. 10-21 rp regarding harassment from a former neighbor. . Disposition: Log 
Note.

22:15 ALARM ALL TYPES                                        1708220128
Occurred at Sierra Community Day School on Tuolumne Rd. , Tuolumne. Classroom motion 
detector..keyholder pending 
//2214 hrs, cancel proper codes received. . Disposition: False Alarm canceled prior to dispatch (Will not be 
billed).

22:29 ASSIST CHP                                             1708220129
Officer initiated activity at Montezuma Rd/Hwy 108, Jamestown.Near the railroad tracks. . Disposition: Assist 
Other Agency.

22:39 911 HANG UP                                            1708220130
Occurred at The Outpost on Soulsbyville Rd. , Sonora. 911 hangup fromt the payphone. //Called inside of the 
business and spoke to  an employee, who said that no one is by the phone.
Service Class: PAY$. . Disposition: Log Note.

23:23 ALARM ALL TYPES                                        1708220131
Occurred on Palapeta Ln, Mi Wuk Village. Interior dining room motion..Keyholder pending 
//2325 hrs, cancel proper codes. . Disposition: False Alarm canceled prior to dispatch (Will not be billed).
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